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The Life Sciences and Health sector struggles to bring cost-effective
innovations to the market and to the user
Two "valleys of death" for medical device innovation
Concept

Market access

~80% fails

"Why not using and
reimbursing my innovation:
we have CE marking"
Innovator

Source: Booz Allen, Hii~Holland

Market
adoption

~70% gone
in 2 years

Why should I use your innovation:
does it lead to better care compared to
what I do now? Show me evidence!
Healthcare provider/Patient
Can we substitute or is it (again)
adding? Does this lead to more costeffective care or only 'toys for boys'?
Insurance company
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This struggle is partly caused by limited and ambiguous current
regulations

Diversity
Many different products, covered with same regulations
One-dimensional early requirements
Focus on technical feasibility and safety (CE marking)
International differences
Regulations and subsequent requirements differ across countries
Open system
Route to market is open: no formal gate-keeping apart from CE marking, and not
as clear and prescribed as Pharma route
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Much is going to change
Developments in the medical device and IVD sector
Changing regulations
The EU Medical Device Regulation
(MDR) and In Vitro Diagnostic
Regulation (IVDR) will replace the
existing regulations for medical devices
from May 2020
> Stricter requirements market
authorization

New cooperation
Excite International

EC Proposal for regulation to reinforce
cooperation among EU Member States

> Stricter rules for product classification
> European data base
> Also applies to existing products

Covenant medical technology in the
Netherlands
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Hii~Holland infrastructure is integral part of MedTech vision of
Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport (1/2)

Minister Bruins kamerbrief over visie op medische technologie
https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/binaries/rijksoverheid/documenten/kamerstukken/2019/04/26/kamerbrief-over-visie-op-medische-technologie/kamerbrief-over-visie-op-medische-technologie.pdf
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Hii~Holland infrastructure is integral part of MedTech vision of
Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport (2/2)
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Cooperation to change is being shaped in a new partnership: Health
innovation infrastructure (Hii)~Holland
Our ambition
Hii~Holland, a leading public-private
partnership, is …
… the go-to partner in the Netherlands
and a portal towards Europe …
… established for and by innovators,
regulators and users that wish to
innovate for sustainable healthcare …
… for support with and improvement
of the methodology and tools for
evaluation of medical
innovations/devices …

and many more have
expressed interest to join

… and uniforming the evaluation
process with better methods and tools
tailored to each type of innovation
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Hii~Holland is an extensive and unique partnership

Expert pools
Regulators: ZiN, NZa,
CE experts/notified bodies
Patient
Domain experts:
organizations UMCs, TUs, TNO, …

International
Core/founding partners
EU member states

Healthcare professionals:
FMS, NHG, KNOV,…
Entrepreneurs

Insures

Execution partners
UMCs

Innovators (clients)
Individual
innovators
Funds/programs

STZ
PF

TUs
Companies
TNO

RIVM

NAG
FMS
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Thank you for your attention
e.buskens@umcg.nl
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Hii~Holland's unique proposition is to bring both the innovator and all
relevant stakeholders together at an early stage
Proposition of Hii~Holland

WIN
for

WIN
Innovator

> Advice about if and how an innovation could
contribute to sustainable care, and thus could
translate into a viable business
> Advice about how to prove value and get a
valuable innovation successful to the user
through a tailored evaluation process

Receiving advice
free of obligations

Stakeholders

for

(regulators, healthcare professionals,
patients, insurers, government, evaluation
suppliers and subject-matter experts…)

> For innovations that could contribute to
sustainable care, have the opportunity to advise
how to accelerate and create maximum impact
(including de-implementation)
> For non-promising innovations, have the
opportunity to advise on stopping development
> Identify real needs together and guide energies of
innovators towards

Giving advice
free of commitments or guarantees
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Hii~Holland's mission is to support valuable innovations for sustainable
care to quickly reach the right user
Mission of Hii~Holland
Innovator's process

Develop

Idea

1

Use

Concept

Prototype

Earlier

> Engagement of crucial
stakeholders
> Termination of nonpromising/non-relevant
innovations
> Integral (evaluation) roadmap
to wide-scale use for
promising innovations

Beta
version
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Safe,
functioning
product

Faster

Effective
product

Implemen- Upscaling
table
product
product
proper use
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Widely
used
product

More effective

> Faster process, via
> More effective implementation
customization
> More effective de> Faster steering in right
implementation of lower value
direction
care
> Faster access to international
markets via Excite international
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Hii~Holland defined a long-term strategy comprised of seven
building blocks
Long-term strategy
1. Evaluation
service
offering for
(individual)
innovators

2. Evaluation
service
offering for
funds/
programs

3. Research
program

4. Educational
program
5. Internationalization
6. Regulatory

7. Repository
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Hii~Holland will be developed and launched in a phased way
Development phases Hii~Holland

Hii~Holland development

Jump start

Expand

Scale-up
Time
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The Hii~Holland service offering for innovators is build around four
core elements
Unique selling points Hii~Holland
SCOPE

1. Guidance for innovation
development
2. Development of innovation
roadmap

Whole
innovation
process,
integrated
approach,
all medical
devices

QUALITY

ACCESSIBILITY

Early
involvement of
all important
stakeholders

Easy
accessible,
low
financial
barrier,
single front
office

Excite network

3. Development of
implementation plan
4. Execution of roadmap

Extensive
partner
network
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The "Innovation guide": Guidance from essential stakeholders in the
innovation evaluation process
Activities
Scope the need

Result
Organize stakeholder
meeting

Give advice

Typical innovator questions:
> Where in healthcare can my idea be applied?
> What do stakeholders think of my concept?
> What are hurdles to get innovation to patients?
> Who will pay for my innovation?

~4 weeks

> Expert guidance on the
innovation:
– Potential applications in
healthcare and value thereof
– Important needs for next
steps and
hurdles/opportunities
> Opinions from
stakeholders/KOLs crucial to
the innovation's success, e.g.
regulators, insurers, healthcare
professionals, patients, domain
experts and international experts
> Written report and "live
stakeholder meetings"
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The "Innovation roadmap”: A route to get its innovation all the way to
wide scale use
Activities
Scope the need

Result
Gather stakeholder opinions

Develop
draft plan

Organize stakeholder challenge

Typical innovator questions:
> What does the evaluation pathway for my
innovation looks like?
> Which studies need to be done, in what order
and what should they look like?
> How much money and effort is it?

~8 weeks

Finalize
plan

> Roadmap with:
– Opinion on regulatory
requirements;
– Suggested assessments/
studies/evaluations to get to
wide scale use, if proven
valuable for sustainable care;
– Immediate and concrete shortterm actions for next steps;
– Estimated timelines and costs,
and guidance for patient
outcome measures;
> Challenged by multiple stakeholders and KOLs
> Written report and 'live
stakeholder meetings’
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"Implementation plan": Actionable plan to get proven cost-effective
innovations implemented and scaled up
Activities
Scope the need

Result
Gather stakeholder opinions

Develop
draft plan

Organize stakeholder challenge

Typical innovator questions:
> Who should I approach to get my product sold?
> How do I turn enthusiastic test users into clients?
> How can I expand my customer base?

Finalize
plan

> Implementation plan with
– Concrete action plan to scale
up to proper use of the product
and de-implementation of
substituted healthcare
– Includes rough estimations on
timelines and costs
> Challenged by multiple stakeholders and KOLs
> Delivered in a written report and
also 'live' during stakeholder
meeting

~8 weeks
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Hii~Holland provides access to five types of support services to
execute the innovation roadmap
Unmet needs
assessment
> Needs assessment
for a specific product
> Needs assessment
for a specific
context/disease
> In a participative
method

Reviews: scoping
& systematic
> Epidemiology
> Patient perspective
> Clinical
> Technological
> Legal
> Social & ethical

Early health
economic analysis
> Cost-effectiveness
of innovation in early
stage of
development
> Based on literature
review and expert/
stakeholder opinions
> With the option to
develop a decision
analytic model

Empirical studies
> Material testing
> Technological
feasibility
> Safety
> First in human
> First in use
> Effectiveness
> Cost-effectiveness
> Post marketing

Implementation
studies
> Facilitators/barriers
for implementation,
including deimplementation of
substituted care
> Wide scale
implementation
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Hii~Holland is establishing relations with other initiatives

Opportunities being
discussed

1
Oncode

2

Providing investment decision
support for RegMed XBs PPE
fund (to be established)

RegmedXB

3

Hii~Holland

5
EIT

Follow-up meeting scheduled
to discuss opportunities

DCVA

4
e/MTIC

Follow-up meeting scheduled
to discuss opportunities
Follow-up meeting scheduled to
discuss opportunities to define
and start a joint pilot project

1) RegMed XB PPE fund: a fund that provides loans to public-private projects focused on regenerative medicine solutions
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To jump-start Hii~Holland, a light and dedicated organizational
structure will be established
Hii~Holland organizational structure – jump-start

Steering committee

Program Board
Program
Board Chair

Program
manager

Execution
partners

Expert
pools

Support team
(admin, PR,
comms., IT…)
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